Danfoss | Semi-welded plate heat exchanger

More than a heat exchanger

The SONDEX® series of semi-welded plate heat exchangers is optimized for industrial applications and is the prime choice for challenging applications that involve aggressive media and high pressure.

With Danfoss, you get much more than just a high-quality heat exchanger. You also get all the benefits from partnering with a world-leading supplier in a wide range of industries. All to help professionals achieve and maintain a safer and more energy efficient operation.
Our range of semi-welded plate heat exchangers has been carefully designed and upgraded to ensure optimal performance, maximum safety and easy maintenance, including a new and highly efficient plate design, a reinforced and double-barrier gasket system, and an improved frame design.

The range of semi-welded plate heat exchangers comes with several upgrades that not only add more value to your application but also to your business.

**New plate design** delivers excellent heat transfer capabilities
- Improves plate strength and stability thanks to the optimized plate geometry across the entire plate
- Improves thermal performance due to optimized plate geometry supporting high turbulent flow
- Repositioned welding track for improved quality

**New gasket system** improves plate pack stability
- Ensures high gasket stability and optimal plate alignment due to new gasket and gasket groove design
- Improves sealing effect and prevents gasket blow-out
- Reduces the risk of contamination due to the double gasket barrier that will drain potential leakages outside the plate pack
- Gasket system designed for easy maintenance

**Handle demanding media with peace of mind**

The semi-welded plate heat exchangers are very versatile which means that they can easily be configured for use in different industries and applications that involve challenging media, such as chemical processing.

We customize each heat exchanger according to your specifications and offer durable solutions designed to withstand extreme conditions and minimize the risks of operation.

You can safely operate with hazardous or aggressive media, high pressure, or extreme temperatures that are unsuitable for regular fully gasketed heat exchangers. We design to give you peace of mind.

**Suitable media and processes**

- Clean liquids
- Challenging/aggressive media
- Liquid-liquid
- Steam/vapor/gas-liquid
- Condensation of vapors

**Typical/common industries**

- Beverage
- Chemical
- Mining
- Oil & gas
- Petrochemical
- Pulp & Paper
- Sugar

**Solid frame design eases service and maintenance**
- Improves accessibility to the plate pack with the non-corrosive nylon roller that makes it easy to slide the follower along the carrying bar
- Makes the assembly of the heat exchanger fast and safe thanks to fixed bolt heads and lock bushes which prevent the nut and bolt head from rotating when opening and closing the unit
You get **much more** than a **heat exchanger**

Our new range of semi-welded plate heat exchangers is supported by extensive application knowledge. Because finding the right plate heat exchanger to match your application needs requires a lot of expertise.

At Danfoss, we offer comprehensive knowledge on your applications which, in combination with our high product quality and diversified product range, offers you the optimum conditions to find the best possible solution to match your needs.

And that is why, we are proud to say that you get more than just a plate heat exchanger when working with Danfoss — you get all the benefits from partnering with a world-leading supplier.

### Application knowledge
- Turn to Danfoss for application knowledge and product insights for best-fit solution to match your specific application and overall system design requirements
- Optimize safety during design phase by solid layout and correct material selections
- Solutions designed for long life and sound service and maintenance plan

### Diversified product range
- Streamline supplier management by combining high-quality valves, controls and heat exchangers from Danfoss
- Increase application efficiency with high quality products and proven designs

### Excellent heat transfer capabilities
- High heat transfer coefficient and efficient flow distribution due to optimized plate design/geometry
- High shear-stress capabilities to help prevent fouling and ensure good cleanability of your plate heat exchanger

### Reliable design - operational safety
- Re-enforced gasket system provides improved sealing effect and prevents gasket blow-out
- Reduced risk of contamination due to double gasket barrier draining potential leak outside of the plate pack
- Proven and verified design through mechanical and life-time testing
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## Technical data

### Semi-welded plate heat exchangers SW19 – SW202 Range

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product data</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Imperial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Width, mm</td>
<td>65 (2.5)</td>
<td>100 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height, mm</td>
<td>820 (32)</td>
<td>800 (31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port, DN</td>
<td>304 (1.2)</td>
<td>378 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>820 (32)</td>
<td>800 (31)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Design code
- EN 1445
- ASME VIII, Sec. 1

### Media
- Liquid: e.g., water, glycol, chemicals, oils, juice

### Min./Max. working pressure
- 16/25 barg
- 100/150 psi

### Min./Max. temperature
- -25°C/180°C
- -4°F/356°F

### Material
- Stainless steel and titanium
- Other materials available upon request

### Connection classification
- SW19A
- SW19B
- SW202
- SW54

### Connection size (in)
- SW19A: 0.6 and 0.7 mm Stainless steel and titanium
- SW202: 0.6 and 0.7 mm Stainless steel and titanium

### Connection material
- Stainless steel and titanium
- Other materials available upon request

### Plate thickness
- 0.5 mm Stainless Steel for 16 barg (150 psig)

### Plate material
- AISI 304, AISI 316, titanium
- Other materials available upon request

### Gasket
- Various grades of NBR HT and EPDM HT, and Viton
- Other materials available upon request

### Ring gasket
- Various grades of NBR, EPDM, Chloroprene, Viton, PTFE
- Other materials available upon request

### Cassette testing
- To ensure high and consistent product quality every semi-welded plate cassette is helium leak tested to detect holes after pressing the materials and welded cassette tightness.
- Following laser welding, each plate cassette is helium (He) leak tested
- The helium leak testing is a calibrated system meeting Danfoss QA and performance procedures
- This ensures a high level of product quality and helps minimize potential product failure later in the in assembly process

### Cassette testing
- In-line filters prevent foreign objects and particles from entering and clogging the plate heat exchanger (e.g. from seawater, sea wheat, sea shells, etc.). It is used to filter the brine and help to prevent particles disrupting the performance of your system. The in-line filter is made from stainless steel (AISI 304) and titanium.

### In-line filter
- In-line filters prevent foreign objects and particles from entering and clogging the plate heat exchanger (e.g. from seawater, sea wheat, sea shells, etc.). It is used to filter the brine and help to prevent particles disrupting the performance of your system. The in-line filter is made from stainless steel (AISI 304) and titanium.

### Ratchet spanner
- To ease the opening and closing of the plate heat exchanger Danfoss offers ratchet spanners which are designed to fit the nut size of the plate heat exchangers.

### Danfoss genuine spare parts for reliable operation

- The availability of reliable spare parts is essential for heat exchanger solutions handling critical processes and utility applications. By using original spare parts, you minimize the risk of unscheduled stoppages due to premature failure of non-original components and parts.

- Critical spare parts to service the Danfoss portfolio of semi-welded plate heat exchangers are always at hand when you need them. They include:
  - Spare ring and flow gaskets to service or adjust your plate heat exchanger to maintain its performance.
  - Spare plate cassettes are available if you need to replace or adjust the number of cassettes for your plate heat exchanger to meet extended or new application requirements.

- Accessories:
  - A range of accessories is available to further complement the safe and efficient operation and functionalities of the Danfoss semi-welded plate heat exchangers.

- Insulation jacket:
  - To prevent outside temperature impact, mounting an insulation jacket around plate heat exchanger can prevent energy loss and increase the efficiency considerably. The Insulation jacket is made from non-flammable mineral wool encased by aluminium plate. Snap locks fittings make assembly and disassembly simple and ensure easy maintenance access.

- Final product testing
  - Once assembled, we perform the final product test to ensure that the semi-welded plate heat exchanger lives up to our high Danfoss standards.
  - Hydraulic strength test is performed according to specified design codes (PED or ASME)
Welcome to our world of heat exchangers

We have one of the most extensive heat exchanger (HEX) product portfolios on the market and we offer optimized heat transfer solutions for a wide range of applications and industries.

Want to know more? Visit heatexchangers.danfoss.com to learn more about our heat exchanger solutions.

Gasketed HEX
- Standard plate HEX
- Semi-welded plate HEX
- Free Flow plate HEX
- Sanitary plate HEX
- Evaporators
- Condensers

Welded HEX
- Full welded plate HEX
- Plate and shell HEX
- SondBlock HEX
- Spiral HEX

Brazed HEX
- Fishbone brazed HEX
- Micro Plate™ brazed HEX

Fresh Water Distillers
- Single-stage FWD
- Multi-stage FWD

Danfoss can accept no responsibility for possible errors in catalogues, brochures and other printed material. Danfoss reserves the right to alter its products without notice. This also applies to products already on order provided that such alterations can be made without subsequent changes being necessary in specifications already agreed.

All trademarks in this material are property of the respective companies. Danfoss and all Danfoss logotypes are trademarks of Danfoss A/S. All rights reserved.